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introduction

• Today, i’ll be talking about the relationship
between games and stories
• Stories are routinely privileged
above games
– People talk about stories for games
– Unlike games, literature and drama have been
studied for hundreds of years

• I personally prefer to privilege games
above stories
• This is because Games are machines for
generating stories

Hp boom

• Here’s the houses of parliament exploding

story

• What is a story?
• “A story is a narrative of events arranged
in their time sequence”
– E. M. forster, aspects of the novel

• So:
– events happen
– Some of these are selected and presented in
the order they will be read (if not occurred)
– The way they are told is a narRative
– The result is a story

plot

• A plot is not the same thing as a story
• Plots are predefined and include
causality
– An event happens because a situation, event
or series of events preceded it

• Example: here is a two-event story:
– I ate a bar of chocolate. I was sick.

• Did the chocolate make me sick or cheer
me up because i was already sick?
– Or “that’s two things off my bucket list”?

Plot and story

• Much of the enjoyment from a story
comes from reconstructing its plot
– Figuring out the causal links connecting
key events

• This isn’t always the case, of course
– I like chekhov’s short stories because of his
characters, not any discernible plot

• However, realising what caused what
and what will cause what is at the
heart of what makes a story compelling

narrative

• A narrative is the telLing of a story
– Conveying the plot through the device of
the story

• It Usually means the story as a whole
– At words-on-a-page level, it’s discourse

• Backstory is the retelLing of
events that preceded the story’s events
• It’s Usually only felt indirectly
– The charity worker does good to atone for
her time in prison for credit card fraud

history

• History is the reteLling of a series
of causally-connected past events
– UncausalLy-connected ones are records

• For non-fictional events there is no plot
created by a god-like author, but the
characters can still have plots
– The gunpowder plot

• Historians look at records to
explain and interpret their causality
– But these chains of events aren’t plotted

Eve online

• 4th february, 2009:

Eve online

• 5th february, 2009:

For games

• We have five terms defined here:
–
–
–
–
–

Story
Plot
Narrative (and discourse)
Backstory
history

• Let’s apply these to games
• A story is a linear retelling of events
– Not necessarily the same for each player
– nor for the same player each replaying

plot

• A plot is a possibly nonlinear series
of events predetermined by the designers
• It introduces some significant events
• That said, Most events come from
interacting with the game system
• These are predefined, in that the game
system embodies all events that can occur
• but they’re not predefined as events
– They’re predefined as a system for
generating events

narrative

• For game designers, narRative usually
means the way the plotTed events
unfold for the player
• Is doesn’t mean the way the events that
arise from the game system unfold
– They call that gameplay

• Discourse in games means:
– Quest steps, plot points, quick time events, ...
– Mechanics, game loop, core gameplay, ...

• Well, it would if designers used the term...

backstory

• Backstory covers the events that took
place before the player started playing
• It’s usualLy authored, fixed and is the
same for each replaying of the game
– Not necesSarily, though...

• A new player to eve online will perceive
its historical corporation war events
as backstory relative to them
– These predicate and contextualise the future
events that will arise as the player plays

history

• For a long-term eve online player, those
same events are history
– They’re the part of the player’s ongoing
story that has already been read

• They only become part of the player’s
story in the retelLing
– Otherwise, they’re just records of events

• When players selectively choOse which
events to relate (to themselves or others),
this interpreted story is their history

Story matters

• These stories – these histories – are
the ones that matTer for games
• If you can’t tell another attentive player
what interesting things happened, no
interesting things did happen
• If that’s the case, why were you even
playing?!
– No decisions to make, no obstacles to
overcome, no unexpected situations, no
emotional or heart-stopping moments

Theme park or sandbox

• Novels present a series of plotted
causal events as a story
• Games can also present a series of
plotted causal events as a story
• However games adDitionaLly present
a series of unplotted causal events
from which players create stories
• In mmo design terms, plot-heavy games are
theme parks and plot-light ones are
sandboxes

map

• Here’s a campaign cartographer map i made

Plotless games

• Games don’t have to have plots
• No abstract games have them, because
plots require a fiction for their context
• Abstract Games do still create story
– It’s Implicit in their mechanics

• Remember that amazing game of tetris
when you were close to the top and just
needed one long brick then at last it came
and you collapsed almost the whole stack?
– There was No plot, but what a story!

Why plots?

• If games don’t neEd predefined plots, why
give them any?
– Are plots simply a way to make a world seem
more imMersive?

• Well, It turns out that some people are
betTer at creating plots than others
• The events players initiate aren’t always
the stuff of which good stories are made
• authors can plot powerful events that
deliver more satisfactory endings

Except...

• That’s true, but if you follow it through
then why bother with games at all?
– Why play a game when you can read a
boOk written by someone better at creating
stories than you are?

• The answer is that people are
individuals
• Some things are incredibly important to
you but not to most other people
• Games allow you to create your story

explanation

• In playing a game, you can cause events
to occur that for you are significant
– Or could lead to something significant

• You’re looking for experiences to use
as building blocks in your story
– Some you ignore, some you hold on to

• Other people might think your story is
garbage, but it’s not for them
• You’re playing the game so you have fun
– Fun is that which you’d relate as a story

For you

• Games as systems allow people to
experiment in creating events
• They can pick from this event record
the events that are important for them
• These will lead to retelLings that are
important for them
• A plot-driven game can do this, but by
necessity its meaning has to be general
• Games allow players to weave aLl ingame events into their own stories

automation

• You can write game-playing programs
– Chess, draughts, rogue, ...

• Such a program would generate a series
of events that make causal sense
• That doesn’t make those stories though
• When players play, they strive to cause
events to occur purposefuLly
– Why that event rather than some other?

• it must be because it was singularly
important to that particular player

Creating stories

• When I was about 12, I invented this …
well, it’s hard to say what it was
– I created a map of a lost continent
– I populated it with all kinds of exciting and
interesting things
– I invented a character, dr toDdystone
– I moved dr toddystone through the lost
continent a day at a time
– I wrote a diary of his daily adventures

• I used the framework of a role-playing
game to create story – for fun!

Creating games

• Today, I occasionally use games to create
backstory context for other games
• For The last big d&d campaign I designed,
I used civilisation IV (multi-player)
to create the fantasy world’s history
– Elves were the babylonians, i seem to recall

• I knew what every unit had done, what
cities they founded, when temples
were built to what gods – the works!
– Like dwarf fortress, but sane

conclusion

•
•
•
•

Playing a Game spins a series of events
Players have some say in which events
They retell selected events as stories
Therefore Games are machines that
players use for creating stories
• When you play a game, you direct it
towards the events best for you
• Everyone likes stories, but they like
their own stories most of all

